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Challenges:
• Population: growth – ageing,
smaller households
• Mobility: 67% car use; limited
active transport; lack of public
transport
• More need for social services
• Energy and green spaces
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To become more sustainable
• System improvement – incremental adjustments (technological substitution; reconfiguration)
• System innovation – society-wide transformation; de-alignment and re-alignment
• Transformation: “messy, conflictual and highly disjointed” (Meadowcroft, 2009)
• Pluralism –
• Tension = opportunity for thinking and acting beyond solving technological
problems
• Ideas
• Structures and Agency - power
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Across Europe
Creating climate neutral cities - the approach supported by Viable Cities SIP:

1) Greenhouse Gas Emissions at city level in 2030 = starting from current GHG profile + forecast using
assumptions on population growth, behaviour, technology efficiency

2) Defining actions for emission reduction in the city – behaviour change; technology improvements

and negative emission technologies -> dynamic, looking at the different actors in the city (citizens,
municipal government, private sector, civil society and other government actors)

3) Assessing consequences -> dynamic as step 2 is dynamic
a.

Financial calculation incorporates both capital expenditure and operational expenditure;

b.

Analysis of policy instruments (regulatory; economic and voluntary instruments)

More info: https://en.viablecities.se/

Financing climate neutral cities
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• Policy instruments needed to
align
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Collaboration is key
• Combination of options – behavioural change, technology improvements and
negative emission technologies
• Connections between options - dynamic
• All actors in and around the city – all cities
• Consequences – avoiding lock in, white elephants, stranded assets, exclusion,
disconnect and disempowerment

How?
• Phases: scoping – initiating – implementing
• Transactional to integrative to transformational relationship
• Trustful collaborative working requires:
• Individual: curiosity, humility and generosity
• Team: facilitation, shared purpose, identification with own organization and
mission of the innovation arena
• community: committed policymakers
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Who?
• Mayors
• Innovation arenas – quadruple helix – learning
• Understanding barriers and incentives
• Anchoring of concepts, group, ideas
• Developing the vision, plan, setting targets
• Intermediary organizations and transnational networks – horizontal and vertical
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Collaboration – the role of universities
• Knowledge creation
• Orchestration of the multi-actor innovation networks
• Guardians – distributive justice (costs and benefits), procedural justice (due process),
cosmopolitan justice (global externalities), and recognition justice (vulnerable groups)
Requires: impartial, curious, long-term perspective, responsiveness, adaptability, strategically
direction, autonomous governance and dense links with partners
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A miracle

1 in 400 trillion
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Thank you!
More info – fedra.vanhuyse@sei.org
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